Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of June 1, 2012.................

*DeAmitt Pad – Horizontal drilling TD’d on #4D, #4E, #4F, #4G, #4H. Prep to walk rig to #4I.

*Aikens Pad – 6 of the 8 wells are completely tubed and in production. The 7th will be done by end of day, June 1st. Expecting to have last well done approx. Monday, June 4th to finish completion operations on Aikens pad.

*Gaut Pad – Frac operations completed on all 4 wells. Frac is rigged down and released. Flowback ops will begin there after Aikens pad is done.

*Kuhns Pad – Conductors are set on all wells.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Progress continues on finishing the interior of the control room. Work is 65% complete.